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Editorial 

The majority of my age group brought up in the UK or this country was 
probably introduced to the model railway hobby via one or more of the 
following: O gauge Hornby, Hornby Dublo, Tri-ang, Lionel, American 
Flyer or Fleischmann. 
I have written previously about Hornby/Hornby Dublo (North Star 
Chronicles Volume 2 no 7 – July 2014) and am doing so again in this 
month’s NSC because firstly the manufacturer involved (Meccano) is the 
one of which I have the greatest knowledge; secondly with respect to at 
least the scale issue, Meccano/Hornby Dublo is largely the reason the 
hobby has turned out the way it has in Britain; thirdly there is a vibrant 
club in KZN, part of a national South African club in turn affiliated to the 
UK Hornby Collectors Association which those involved with the hobby 
and who live in KZN who are not members should consider joining. The 
reason this suggestion is made will become clear from the following. 
Scale and couplings 
For those who know all this – apologies but there are probably plenty 
who are not aware of the history. 
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In 1922 the German manufacturer Bing launched the clockwork powered 
‘Table Railway’ with a track gauge of 16.5mm but a scale of 4mm to the 
foot (scale ratio 1:76.2) The reason 4mm (OO) was used rather than the 
more accurate 3.5mm (scale ratio 1:87.1 - HO or half the 7mm scale of 
gauge O) was chosen was because of the width of the wheels (5mm!) 
and size of the motors Bing had to accommodate in their locos. 
Notwithstanding narrower wheels the same scale i.e. 4mm to the foot 
commonly referred to as OO was retained in the late thirties by the 
dominant manufacturer Meccano for its ‘Perfect Table Railway’ system.  
The launch of Hornby Dublo in 1938 

 
1939 brochure. Note the reference to scale in the first paragraph 
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In the US in contrast to other American manufacturers such as American 
Flyer, Scalecraft and Varney who were already established in the 
16.5mm gauge but 3.5mm scale, Lionel introduced both 2 rail and 3 rail 
OO i.e. 4mm systems but based on a gauge of ¾” (18.75mm). This 
gauge did not survive when production resumed after the Second World 
War so on both sides of the Atlantic the 16.5mm gauge prevailed. 
However as regards scale the Americans settled on HO i.e. 3.5mm to 
the foot whereas Hornby Dublo continued with OO 4mm to the foot. This 
meant the UK models were overscale for the 16.5mm track gauge. 
Those who delved into the history of OO from the link in the July NSC 
will know that attempts were made to rectify the situation – essentially to 
persuade the UK to either widen the gauge or adopt the HO scale but all 
to no avail. To this day the models supplied by the volume UK 
manufacturers for the 16.5mm market are built to 4mm scale. 
Now let’s turn to couplings.  
When Hornby Dublo was launched in 1938 the coupling system 
comprised flat springs, described in one publication as ‘ghastly’ – quite!  
Pre war tank loco and highly collectible ‘teak’ articulated coaches 
both with spring couplings 

 
Post war, Hornby Dublo switched to the Simplex coupling invented and 
patented by Sydney Pritchard, the founder of Peco. 

 

For the remaining 17 years or so the 

company remained in production, apart from 

being converted from a metal pressing to 

polypropylene in 1961, this was the coupling 

in use and on which Meccano had to pay a 

royalty. The Simplex coupling was also 

adopted by Trix, a German company (co-

founded by Stephan Bing son of the pioneer 

toy maker Ignatius Bing) when it resumed 

production after the war. 

http://www.google.co.za/url?sa=i&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=images&cd=&cad=rja&uact=8&ved=0ahUKEwiN-pq5_fLNAhXBvBQKHXxFBocQjRwIBw&url=http://www.vectis.co.uk/page/viewauctionlots.aspx?auctionid=349&dayno=1&section=130&Start=20&psig=AFQjCNFfrjqekTo4dQh40sw2g7Q9fmNB6Q&ust=1468586357088599
http://www.derails.co.uk/image/cache/data/Peco/Wagons/R-2-500x500.PNG
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In an unfortunate development (in my view!), following the acquisition of 
Meccano in February 1964 by Lines Brothers the holding company of 
Tri-ang/Rovex, Hornby Dublo’s greatest competitor, production of 
Hornby Dublo items ceased at the end of 1964. This was followed by the 
“amalgamation” of the two groups in May 1965. The HD Simplex 
coupling was replaced by Tri-ang’s tension lock (bar and hook) coupling. 

 
Those interested in the history of Hornby Dublo can look it up on the 
web at: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Hornby_Railways and 
http://www.hrca.net/2-uncategorised/15-dublo-history.       
To continue our story, an interesting development occurred in 1967 
when G&R Wrenn acquired the Hornby Dublo moulds etc and restarted 
production (2 rail) under the Wrenn brand name. Diecast loco production 
continued but with modifications and design improvements (e.g. 5 pole 
armatures). In addition, some new locos were introduced in the eighties 
e.g. the air smoothed Bulleid Pacific so called “Spam Can” and the LMS 
Royal Scot. Wrenns closed down in 1992.  
Even that was not the end of the story. Dapol acquired the remaining 
materials but did little with them apart from selling a few wagons. In a 
further twist, in 2001 Dapol sold Wrenns excluding some wagon moulds 
to three Wrenn collectors (nostalgia writ large?) who formed a Collectors 
Club and sold Wrenn and spares products via a website. So the Wrenn 
(née Hornby Dublo) brand remained in business until October last year 
when the company ceased trading. 
So that is the end of the line (excuse the pun). Or is it? Time will tell. 
The essence of my argument is that although production of Hornby 
Dublo locos and 3 rail track terminated in 1964, those seeking a cheap 
entry to the hobby for their children or more probably grandchildren 
should look around for some 3 rail Hornby Dublo items.  
Membership of the HRCASA dealt with below will give access to such 
items at a reasonable cost. 
Hornby Railway Collectors Association 
Let’s start with the parent body. The HRCA’s website is located at 
http://hrca.net/. This gives a wealth of information including the history of 
O gauge Hornby and Hornby Dublo. The Association is a non-profit 
organisation of about 3000 members formed in 1969 with the objective 
of stimulating interest and facilitating communication among collectors 
and operators of Hornby Trains and accessories, specifically the '0' 
Gauge, Dublo & Acho ranges, as manufactured by Meccano Ltd. in their 
British factories up to 1965 and overseas up to 1973. 

An example of the fact that although the Hornby 

brand name endured, the lineage of the 

company, its DNA if you like, can be traced to 

Tri-ang rather than Meccano. 
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Membership of the HRCA affords the following benefits: 
•Monthly 30+ page colour journal the 'Hornby Railway Collector' 
(excluding January & July)  
•Regular Directory of Replacement and Repair Services lists around 100 
suppliers. (This is particularly useful when repairing/restoring equipment) 
•Details of local area groups 
•Members only auction sales (online catalogue with photos of each lot)  
•Annual Model Railway Exhibition and AGM 
•Library and back issue services for the journal 
•Association Regalia (badges, embroidered pullovers, etc.) 
•Access to the members' area of this website 
•Lively on-line discussion Forum 
•On-line access to all Journals  
•Detail diary of events and local area group meetings 
•On-line access to a growing list of original Catalogues and Publications 
But all this raises a number of questions not least of which is why 
become involved with Hornby/Hornby Dublo in the first place?  
As has been stated many times before model railways is a wide church. 
Perhaps the title gives it away - Collectors Association. Collectors 
comprise a large proportion of the membership but that is far from all.  
I would argue that for my generation the answer is nostalgia. And that 
nostalgia can be very costly especially when a rare item is involved!  But 
for the younger people 3 rail Hornby Dublo can offer a lot more. 
Firstly there is still a large amount of equipment around which can be 
obtained at reasonable prices – especially if one is not too concerned 
with condition. Thus 3 rail track, robust, diecast and tinplate locos and 
rolling stock which are easy to set up can still offer a cheap entry to the 
hobby without the electrical wiring complications of 2 rail.  
The ready availability of spares – rare earth magnets and 5 pole 
armatures mean the locos can be kept going indefinitely.  
Of course these locos do not have lights and sound and most have just 
two speeds – stop and go. Ok that is a bit unfair because momentum 
throttles and replacing armatures and magnets can provide greater 
control and realism but of course that adds to the cost.  
Hornby Railway Collectors Association of South Africa 
As the website (www.hrcasa.org/) informs, the South African arm of the 
HRCA has two chapters – Gauteng and KZN but it also has members all 
over the country.  
Objects of the Association are similar to the HRCA. A spares operation 
is run by the Association. In addition the articles in the HRCASA’s 
newsletter are a valuable reference point detailing the history of Hornby 
and Hornby Dublo equipment. Thirdly, the newsletter serves as a 
‘market’ in such equipment.  
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HRCASA KZN Chapter 
This is a vibrant club which meets about 5 or 6 times a year.  
Our spheres of interest and activities are not restricted to clockwork and 
electric O gauge and 2 and 3 rail Hornby Dublo. Bassett-Lowke and live 
steam locos have also been known to make an appearance and in acts 
of heresy (please do not tell anybody) ‘modern’ i.e. post 1964 Hornby 
equipment occasionally is exchanged at out swop meets.  
So if you are a serious collector then membership of the parent body is 
for you. Those interested in associating with a body of like-minded 
individuals and who just want to have fun, depending on their 
geographic location can either join the Gauteng or KZN chapters.  
There is a number of 3 rail Hornby Dublo layouts in existence owned by 
members of the HRCASA. Those belonging to the KZN chapter were on 
show at the May model railway exhibition (see the June NSC).  
Anyone wishing to join the local chapter should contact Ian Sutherland  
ilsutherland@cybersmart.co.za tel 031 7643044 or Mike Smith at  
msmith@revertex.co.za tel 031 764 0146. 
To finish off, some material that may bring back happy memories! 
The famous 6 finger hand advert from the 1957 brochure 

 

mailto:ilsutherland@cybersmart.co.za
mailto:msmith@revertex.co.za
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Introduced in 1937, Hornby’s 20 volt O gauge “Princess Elizabeth”. 

Is this the ‘holy grail’ of Hornby collecting? 

 
 

    

  

How many of us got 

into the hobby! A 

Hornby Dublo EDG 17 

post nationalisation 

goods set. Diecast 

loco and tinplate 

wagons. Power was 

supplied by a 12 volt 

transformer and after 

rectification was 

controlled by a simple 

rheostat. 3 rail tinplate 

track. 

 
Arguably the most sought after 

piece of Hornby Dublo rolling 

stock, the track cleaning wagon, 

which had the shortest run 

before production ceased at the 

end of 1964. 

http://www.google.co.za/url?sa=i&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=images&cd=&cad=rja&uact=8&ved=0ahUKEwiK5_KRnubNAhUFuBoKHRf-A1gQjRwIBw&url=http://www.alansmeccano.org/models/HornbyDublo01.htm&psig=AFQjCNHO2kPpdBHOOjF9eSZxpleoMxaZMw&ust=1468148662507511
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My favourite Hornby Dublo loco – the Fowler 2-8-0 which was also 
available in 3 rail. Note three of the wagons are plastic

 
Much sought after by collectors – a Canadian Pacific set 
made for the Canadian market 

 
Virtually all layouts which were featured in the Hornby Dublo Rail 
Layouts brochures (price 3d sigh!) were ‘tail chasers’ but the one below 
is an ‘out and back’ offering plenty of operational potential. 
The final photo below was taken at the 2011 London Festival of Model 
Railways. A youtube video shows Hornby Dublo layout ‘Binns Road’ in 
operation there: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=w7xYo9IB2aQ  
Another such video taken at the 2012 AGM of the HRCA can be seen at 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UsnJ3MuxJdQ  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=w7xYo9IB2aQ
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UsnJ3MuxJdQ
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Just to show the potential of 3 rail Hornby Dublo . A 
temporary(!) layout at the 2011 London Festival of Model 
Railroading 

 
Reminders: 
Wings Wheels and Whistles at Pietermaritzburg Model Engineering 
Society - weekend 6th and 7th August and meeting of HRCASA – KZN 
Chapter 14th August - braai at John Borman’s home. 
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